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2. General information about the company 
"LAGEO is a company dedicated to the production of electrical energy, using the geothermal resources 

of El Salvador in a rational and sustainable way 1" . The company operates two geothermal plants that 

contribute to more than a quarter of the country's electricity (El Salvador). In the area of new 

electricity generation, LAGEO, through its subsidiary San Vicente 7 lnc, is currently developing two 

new geothermal fields: San Vicente with a potential of 30 MW and Chinameca with a potential of 50 

MW. 

"LAGEO offers different services at a national and international level, such as resource exploration, 

design, construction and supervision of surface installations, consulting, and among its works at an 

international level are: the assembly of wellhead units in San Jacinto Tizate, Nicaragua. It has provided 

trainings in the Dominican Republic, has provided geoscientific studies in Nicaragua (Hoyo Monte-

galán and Managua-Chiltepe projects), as well as laboratory analysis and geological services for 

different projects in Nicaragua. It has implemented geoscientific studies in the Nevado de Ruiz area for 

ISAGEN. ”2 

 
Figure #1: The Values of LAGEO Source: Report on the Gender and Energy Study of the Central 

American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 
 

 

2.1. Center of Excellence 

LAGEO is a reference point in geothermal education at the Latin American level because it develops 

the Diploma in Geothermal Energy for Latin America every year. This diploma benefits 30 Latin 

American students per year, in addition to a short course in geothermal energy for approximately 90 

 
1 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
2 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
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students. This is possible thanks to an agreement with the UNU-GTP (United Nations University 

Geothermal Training Programme) and the government of Iceland. 

"LAGEO held the first Regional Geothermal Workshop in Central America in 2017. It was co-organized 

by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). El  Salvador is an important part of that entity 

along with 41 countries. The German Cooperation Agency (GIZ) also participated in this event. “3 

The III Regional Workshop on Geothermal Energy "Resource Sustainability" developed by CECACIER in 

conjunction with LAGEO in 2019, was one of the activities aimed at fulfilling the objectives of the 

center of excellence. In addition, LAGEO in conjunction with GIZ (the German Cooperation Agency) 

has developed workshops in Central American to publicize the DIRECT USE of geothermal energy. 

 

2.2. LAGEO´s workforce 

It is important to note that 23% of LAGEO´s permanent staff are women. Of this 23%, 8% of them 

occupy technical positions and there has been a 30% increase in the participation of women in 

temporary contracts for maintenance activities. This has been achieved due to the design of human 

resources policies and the inclusive strategy, to ensure recruitment and encourage the professional 

growth of women: the establishment of childcare facilities (including those with special needs); and 

an investment in projects to support neighboring communities, including income generation activities 

from the by-products of geothermal generation (available heat), emphasizing the participation of 

women. In addition, in the existing geothermal plants, LAGEO trains and hires more than 50 women 

from local communities for the annual maintenance of the power plants. 

Through FUNDAGEO4, the foundation that channels its social investment efforts, it acts in areas of 

health, education and environment that are gender-sensitive and promote the capacities that 

generate economic income using the resources derived from geothermal energy, benefiting more 

than 300 women in 2019.  

In addition, LAGEO has joined WING5 ("Woman in Geothermal"), an organization that promotes the 

education, professional development and advancement of women in the geothermal community. This 

is a boost to the gender perspective in renewable energies and opens up new fields of action. 

 

 

 

 

 
3 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
4 More details available at: http://www.lageo.com.sv/index.php?cat=12&title=FundaGeo&lang=es  
5 More details available at: https://wing.wildapricot.org/About  

http://www.lageo.com.sv/index.php?cat=12&title=FundaGeo&lang=es
https://wing.wildapricot.org/About
http://www.lageo.com.sv/index.php?cat=12&title=FundaGeo&lang=es
https://wing.wildapricot.org/About
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2.3. Geographic context where LAGEO is located 

 

 

Figure #2: Geographic location of the geothermal power plant on the map of El Salvador. Source: 
Report on the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 

Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
 

With the two geothermal power plants in production, LAGEO contributes to the 

Salvadoran Electric System an average of 1,430Gwh annually, which represents a 24% 

participation in the national electric market, bringing benefits to the homes of El Salvador 

throughout all these years. LAGEO is working to incorporate two new power plants whose 

joint installed capacity will be 80 MW. 

3. Good practices in gender equity applied by LAGEO 
 

3.1. Recruitment program 

The work in the Human Resources area of LAGEO is done with the philosophy of 

competence in mind. Recruitment and hiring matters for the various positions 

required are of the internal knowledge of all the staff so that any employee can 

participate, regardless of gender. 

 
Currently, 23% of the permanent staff is made up of women in different areas, with 

the highest percentage located in the administrative areas. This can be seen in the 

LAGEO has installed two 

geothermal plants in El 

Salvador, the first one 

inaugurated in 1975 in 

Ahuachapán with an installed 

capacity of 95MW, and the 

second one in 1992 in Berlin, 

with an installed capacity of 

109MW. 

With a team of highly-

experienced scientists and 

designers in the field, most of 

our experts have received 

training abroad and have more 

than 25 years of experience. 
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following figures: 

 

 
Figure #3: Participation of women and men in the company. Source: Report on the Gender and 

Energy Study of the Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 
 

 
Figure #4: Distribution of women by position in the company. Source: Report on the Gender and 
Energy Study of the Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 

 

 
3.2. Training Program 

Through its education policies, LAGEO trains female staff with courses, workshops, trainings abroad, 

with the aim of making the staff more technical and that they may have the opportunity to innovate, 

research and grow in the working environment of the company. The following shows the participation 

of women in the various training activities:  

Women Men 

Women Men % of Women 
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Figure #5: Training for women in LAGEO. Source: Report on the Gender and Energy Study of the 
Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 

 

✓ Training for women 

Since 2018, workshops have been held for all female staff in the company, including 

subsidiaries and security personnel. Professionals and experts were hired on the following 

topics: women's participation in labor, entrepreneurship, empowerment, emotional 

intelligence and sorority. A total of 160 women participated. 

 

✓ Training for men 

The topics addressed in an international WING training involving the development of and 

respect for women in the energy sector were first taught by LAGEO to its male staff. 

 

3.3.  Employment of women in major maintenance activities 

Since 2016 LAGEO has been hiring women for some major maintenance activities of the power plants, 

and since then the participation of women has increased by 30% in different activities. In total, 170 

women can be considered direct employees. The following figure summarizes the above: 
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Figure #6: Women's participation in geothermal power plant maintenance activities. Source: Report 

on the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 

 

3.4.  Facilities for women 

"At the end of 2014 it was necessary to support LAGEO employees, especially women, with the creation 

of the Early Stimulation Center (CET, for its acronym in Spanish) where the main objective is to 

contribute to the comprehensive development of children and adolescents from O to 12 years old, 

strengthening their educational capabilities and encouraging their proactive and purposeful 

participation. In addition, this was done to support LAGEO staff by providing safety in the care and 

attention of children and adolescents. “6 

 
Figure #7: Photograph of employees' children in LAGEO's CET. Source: Report on the Gender and 
Energy Study of the Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 

 
CET's work programs include early childhood development and academic strengthening activities 

(Homework Club). Currently, a population of 72 boys and girls, from 3 months to 12 years old, is 

benefited. They are separated by age, complying with the applicable legislation and under the care 

 
6 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
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and control of qualified personnel. Additionally, we have specialized personnel to care for children 

with special needs.  

"Similarly, LAGEO has a friendly breastfeeding room for the extraction and storage of breast milk, 

which according to Salvadorian law gives mothers the right to time for breastfeeding, thus helping to 

reduce absenteeism and staff turnover, in addition to increasing the job satisfaction levels of 

employees, strengthening their loyalty to the organization and helping to improve their emotional 

state in the process of motherhood. At the same time, LAGEO carries out awareness campaigns to 

prevent breast cancer among employees. ”7 

The global pandemic caused by the COVID 19 virus has led LAGEO to provide facilities for employees 

to work from home, without removing any of the company's employee benefits or allowances. 

 

3.5. LAGEO's participation in WING (Women in Geothermal) 

"Women in Geothermal" (WING) is a global network that aims to promote education, professional 

development and advancement of women in the geothermal community. It is present in 49 countries 

worldwide and was created in 2013. 

In 2017, LaGEO's participation in WING began with 7 of its employees. LAGEO uses the goals of WING 

global as a guide, as shown in the figure below: 

 
Figure #8: Goals used by LAGEO based on WING's global goals. Source: Report of the Gender and 
Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican Republic. LAGEO Case 

Study. 
LAGEO uses WING as a means to connect the women who work in geothermal energy, increasing 

every day the relationship and the network of contacts, in addition to reporting on various topics of 

 
7 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
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the events of this group, their activities, experiences and most importantly, the human face of each 

woman who works in geothermal energy. Finally, through WING we advance in the topics of interest 

through workshops aimed at their female employees. 

 

3.6. Projects developed in support of communities 

LAGEO, through FUNDAGEO,8 works with the communities surrounding the geothermal power plants 
to support the education of young people in learning about various topics, so that in the future they 
can count on local labor for the interests of LAGEO, in addition to providing education and training 
tools that allow young people to improve their living conditions. The following figure shows the areas 
in which the community care programs and participation are focused, disaggregated by sex: 
 

 
Figure #9: Programs in which FUNDAGEO works with the communities surrounding the geothermal 

power plants. Source: Report on the Gender and Energy Study of the Central American and 
Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 

 
 

3.7. Barriers within the company and in the energy sector to achieve gender equality and 

equity. 

LaGeo takes action and commitment to fulfill and support the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). It intends to contribute with its own 

experiences to the debate on the way forward on this issue. The starting point is Development Goal 

5, gender equality.  

 
Figure #10: LAGEO's commitment to ODS #5 Source: Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the 

Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO Case Study. 
 

 
8 More details available at: http://www.lageo.com.sv/index.php?cat=12&title=FundaGeo&lang=es  

Our starting point is Goal No. 5 GENDER EQUALITY and empowering all girls and women. LAGEO 

introduced the theme of strengthening and developing women in the electrical sector, 

promoting a series of measures in favor of the employees, replicating this work philosophy in 

the company, subsidiaries, and surrounding communities. 

http://www.lageo.com.sv/index.php?cat=12&title=FundaGeo&lang=es
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The barriers to progress on the issue of gender equity are that things are done by tradition or cultural 

roots and that is not questioned; the challenge then is to break with that tradition or cultural trait at 

all levels. From our homes to encourage girls and young women to study related careers, offer 

opportunities to young people in rural areas living near the plant to study technical areas which are 

necessary to work in the areas of maintenance of the plants and geothermal fields, in addition to 

providing tools for a better quality of life for these young people. 

 

3.8. Current challenges and identified opportunities 

The activities of the energy sector and especially the specialties within the subsector of electric energy, 

such as the generation of energy through geothermal sources have been activities "traditionally" 

carried out by men. However, renewable energies such as geothermal energy are generating 

increasing interest among women to participate in this sector. 

As LAGEO points out: ”Traditionally in El Salvador geothermal activities have been in charge of men. 

This is mainly due to the fact that the activity demands disciplines such as engineering and geosciences 

careers, and more men have chosen to study these fields".9 

This situation is aggravated when moved to rural areas where tradition or cultural roots are greater in 

the face of "traditional gender roles," and opportunities for training and improvement are limited. 

That is why, in view of the existing gap, LAGEO works to generate opportunities for women in technical 

positions (electricity, mechanics, etc.) that demand their geothermal power plants, so that they can 

participate in better paid jobs and away from traditional stereotypes (cleaning and/or customer 

service). 

Therefore, LAGEO works to turn the gap of the "traditional" into an opportunity of improvement for 

those women who want to grow in knowledge and skills within the electrical sub-sector. 

However, as it is said: "The challenge at a national level is to promote the earth sciences, to create 

school subjects at the high school levels. The universities in the case of El Salvador should open up 

careers, like Geology, which are not found in the country, and to also offer more master's degrees in 

renewable areas. ”10 

LAGEO has identified the WINGman Special Taskforce project as an internal opportunity where 30 

men who work at LAGEO are being trained to understand and transmit to women that they can do the 

same jobs as men, regardless of the type of activity. 

Additionally, within the opportunities identified by LAGEO is the use of inclusive language always in 

aspects as simple as: "changing a sign that says MEN AT WORK to PEOPLE AT WORK", so currently 

we are working on opportunities with staff members in the following areas: a) Language, b) 

 
9 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
10 Excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the Dominican 
Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 
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Introducing Bias, c) Unconscious Bias - Gender Bias, d) Family, e) Security, f) Tools, g) Recruitment, h) 

Indicators. 

 

3.9. Impact of the good practices implemented by LAGEO 

The following figure shows the quantified impact of the good practices implemented by LAGEO: 

 
Figure #11: Quantified impact of good practices implemented by LAGEO. Source: Report on the 

Gender and Energy Study of the Central American and Dominican Republic Energy Sector. LAGEO 
Case Study. 

 

The participation in regional events has served to share and showcase the work, programs and efforts 

made by LAGEO on gender issues in order to raise awareness around these issues in the companies 

that are part of this sector; and above all, the need to increase the participation of women in the 

electricity industry. 

Through training, LAGEO seeks to empower all female staff, including subsidiaries and security 

personnel, in addition to considering the different sites on gender issues. It has managed to certify 

more than 160 female participants. 

LAGEO highlights as one of the most satisfactory impacts the experiences shared by women 

beneficiaries around the reality of their work. Highlighting the following example which has been 

taken from the document attached11: 

 
11 Enhanced excerpt from the Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the 
Dominican Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 

Social Benefit 
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" 7 women hired for the changes in the structure of unit No. 3 of the cooling tower describe the 

following benefits obtained: 

✓ Family economic support since many of them are heads of their household. During their 

participation in the work carried out, they were able to bring back to their homes an extra 

economic contribution of USD$ 795,00. 

✓ The development of new personal skills such as cleaning sprinklers, using bolts and screws, 

cutting with polishers and general cleaning of tools, which will also be very important for 

future work in maintenance. 

✓ Empowerment in the economic-labor field, as women's work is a controversial issue in a very 

markedly macho culture in the rural areas surrounding the geothermal power plants. 

✓ Promoting training to develop new jobs and generate new employment opportunities, by 

motivating labor independence and recognition of new skills in women.  

 
Figure #12: Example of work done by 7 women in maintenance activities.  

Source: Report on the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector in Central America and the 
Dominican Republic. LAGEO Case Study. 

 

3.10. Lessons learned from the road travelled. 

LaGeo uses geothermal by-products (such as waste heat) for specific productive uses, which enhances 

the generation of new income benefiting women living in 15 rural communities near their power 

plants. These uses include dehydration of the fruit they consume and sell. They also plant and sell 

plants irrigated with geothermal steam condensate and benefit from a constructed lagoon that can 

be used for fishing. 

These projects developed by LAGEO and managed by the women of the communities allow them to 

have a sustainable income over time. Depending on the demand, the income of the women fruit 

processors is approximately US $ 75 per month, in a country where the minimum wage in agriculture 

is estimated at only US $ 47 per month. The project employs four women as forest rangers in a wildlife 

protection park established near the geothermal project site, at a per-person salary of $400 per 

month. Another 15 women have been hired to work half of the year planting cocoa and coffee trees 

as part of a reforestation program, earning about $103 per month. 
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LAGEO is a company that has implemented progressive recruitment, training and human resource 

management with a gender approach, and has also established benefits such as day care centers. 

Women hold 23% of the permanent jobs in the company, representing 32% of the temporary 

maintenance workers hired and trained locally. For over two decades, LAGEO has fostered a culture 

of equality, equity and inclusion in the workplace. These are the company's values, which are not due 

to external pressures, and have been made possible by leadership positions from the highest levels of 

the company as the driving force behind LAGEO's path to become a world leader in inclusive 

geothermal development. 
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https://www.facebook.com/LaGeoSV/posts/327635464529096?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARB6ptJasWzOAB0_sAN_QyKVxeQCAWANMnCbEKWyhL9_CRAPCa_5dfdGQughJTsXESJArlPDvAO9u9vtJIOpqXv9aw66LpuCTPqJLmT9kSmSMlKHtoBmE553JNyH7LiljkiYPYLOTcdfTa0PsHdgM319E7M2fKrcMZDFTEnAZ-x5A4v36pNEay75ryrH0g5cJXOJcWD8CSY29MT6KMX06B50sIfGyCHffGlytNvHpvylo_GblSVCY_4edjarAf8Twq-3rJR8lt5kD_LpgqI_uGi9ABocv5B9omirlLGheH75O9usyl1NCSugokkr3U8ms7GIi8_BxmFbBaclk-Su1Xo&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/LaGeoSV/posts/327635464529096?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARB6ptJasWzOAB0_sAN_QyKVxeQCAWANMnCbEKWyhL9_CRAPCa_5dfdGQughJTsXESJArlPDvAO9u9vtJIOpqXv9aw66LpuCTPqJLmT9kSmSMlKHtoBmE553JNyH7LiljkiYPYLOTcdfTa0PsHdgM319E7M2fKrcMZDFTEnAZ-x5A4v36pNEay75ryrH0g5cJXOJcWD8CSY29MT6KMX06B50sIfGyCHffGlytNvHpvylo_GblSVCY_4edjarAf8Twq-3rJR8lt5kD_LpgqI_uGi9ABocv5B9omirlLGheH75O9usyl1NCSugokkr3U8ms7GIi8_BxmFbBaclk-Su1Xo&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/LaGeoSV/posts/327635464529096?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARB6ptJasWzOAB0_sAN_QyKVxeQCAWANMnCbEKWyhL9_CRAPCa_5dfdGQughJTsXESJArlPDvAO9u9vtJIOpqXv9aw66LpuCTPqJLmT9kSmSMlKHtoBmE553JNyH7LiljkiYPYLOTcdfTa0PsHdgM319E7M2fKrcMZDFTEnAZ-x5A4v36pNEay75ryrH0g5cJXOJcWD8CSY29MT6KMX06B50sIfGyCHffGlytNvHpvylo_GblSVCY_4edjarAf8Twq-3rJR8lt5kD_LpgqI_uGi9ABocv5B9omirlLGheH75O9usyl1NCSugokkr3U8ms7GIi8_BxmFbBaclk-Su1Xo&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/LaGeoSV/posts/327635464529096?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARB6ptJasWzOAB0_sAN_QyKVxeQCAWANMnCbEKWyhL9_CRAPCa_5dfdGQughJTsXESJArlPDvAO9u9vtJIOpqXv9aw66LpuCTPqJLmT9kSmSMlKHtoBmE553JNyH7LiljkiYPYLOTcdfTa0PsHdgM319E7M2fKrcMZDFTEnAZ-x5A4v36pNEay75ryrH0g5cJXOJcWD8CSY29MT6KMX06B50sIfGyCHffGlytNvHpvylo_GblSVCY_4edjarAf8Twq-3rJR8lt5kD_LpgqI_uGi9ABocv5B9omirlLGheH75O9usyl1NCSugokkr3U8ms7GIi8_BxmFbBaclk-Su1Xo&__tn__=-R
https://www.elsalvadortimes.com/articulo/negocios/geo-empresa-productora-energia-electrica-partir-calor-tierra-es-decir-geotermia/20181212100029052295.html
https://www.elsalvadortimes.com/articulo/negocios/geo-empresa-productora-energia-electrica-partir-calor-tierra-es-decir-geotermia/20181212100029052295.html
https://www.gob.mx/cms/uploads/attachment/file/333045/2.-2018_05_Ge_nero_y_energi_a_en_Am_Lat_final.pdf
https://www.gob.mx/cms/uploads/attachment/file/333045/2.-2018_05_Ge_nero_y_energi_a_en_Am_Lat_final.pdf
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5. Annex #1: Report of the Gender and Energy Study of the Energy Sector 

in Central America and the Dominican Republic -LAGEO Case Study 
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